We as psychological researchers have no problems with sharing our ideas, criticisms, and empirical findings with our peers and the wider community, yet we seem surprisingly reluctant to share the raw data that underlie our scientific enterprise. The *Journal of Open Psychology Data* was established to change the “closed research culture” in psychology in which around 73% of corresponding authors fail to act upon a signed statement that they would share upon request data from their published papers[^1], in which fraudsters like Diederik Stapel could go on for years without sharing their (fabricated) data with co-authors and peers (Wicherts et al. requested data from Diederik Stapel in the summer of 2005 but like many others he indicated he lacked the time to share the data[^2][^3][^4], in which a higher prevalence of statistical errors is associated with unwillingness to share data[^5], in which it has become evident that data analyses are prone to human errors and a great deal of bias[^6][^7][^8][^9], and in which replications of previous findings are often hard to publish[^10].

Data are often much more interesting than the dense summaries we read in research papers. Data can be submitted to secondary analyses that can be useful and theoretically relevant. For instance, differences in variance between conditions in a randomized experiment may reflect heterogeneity of an effect. Moderation of effects due to demographic variables (age, sex) may only come out if we collate (raw) data from multiple experiments. Correlations between variables[^11] (widely ignored in the experimental paradigm) may shed new light on individual differences. Such correlations are often required for meta-analyses, for instance to compute standard errors in within-subject designs or to summarize effect sizes from multiple dependent variables. Novel methods of analysis, theories, and empirical results may lead us to revisit older data. Newly developed psychometric models may shed light on psychological measurement and the nature of individual differences or of experimental inductions. Secondary analyses may shed new light on findings and re-analyses of data enable verification of statistical results and conclusions. And researchers may simply disagree on how to best analyze a given dataset, which should become part and parcel of scientific debates. For instance, when a field is confronted with diverging results[^12], it is worthwhile to have the data of original studies and their replications available for further scrutiny and debate.

Sharing data in psychology is uncommon[^1] and a survey conducted by the Data Archiving Network Services (DANS) among over 200 psychologists in The Netherlands[^13] highlighted a poor practice of archiving data. Results showed that many psychological researchers appear to think that saving a haphazardly documented data file on one’s current computer amounts to archiving the data for posterity. Everyday many valu-
able psychological data sets get lost simply because researchers move offices, replace their old computer, hire a new research assistant, update a statistical software package, or lose track of the data for other reasons. An explicit promise to share information or data upon request often does not work either; in a study in a related field only 44% of authors were able to share supplementary information as promised in their recent article. Moreover, researchers may tend to think that they lose their competitive advantage if they share data that could be submitted to secondary analyses in follow-up work. But quite often researchers simply lack the time or expertise to run secondary analyses on their data set. A good option is to just publish it.

Researchers in psychology are often insufficiently aware of the values of sharing their data. Sharing data is associated with higher impact, in the sense that papers from which data were shared garner relatively more citations. The Journal of Open Psychology Data is meant to further reward sharing of data with the publication of a paper in a peer-reviewed journal in which authors describe the data they have submitted to a repository. The journal therefore becomes a place to share interesting psychological datasets and to find useful data for novel research or educational purposes. Publishing data that are useful and interesting for future research means contributing to the literature in a novel way. Collectors of the data always have the most intimate knowledge of the data and so they are the first in line for any potential collaboration. More importantly, publishing one’s data means behaving in accordance with the scientific norm of communality, to which the preponderance of scientists subscribe. Publishing data represents a 21st century view on publishing scientific results in which we need no longer worry about the outdated notion of journal space that has so long restricted the amount of information we shared with the scientific community when reporting empirical results.

The Journal of Open Psychology Data publishes data papers concerning data from research that has been reported elsewhere (typically in a substantive journal) and data from relevant research that has not been previously published, including replication attempts of previous results. The goals of the Journal of Open Psychology Data are (1) to encourage a culture shift within psychology towards sharing of research data for verification and secondary analyses, (2) to reward the sharing of data via repositories by providing full article-level metrics and citation tracking, (3) to offer peer-review of the quality and re-use potential of data sets and the documentation thereof, (4) to enable rapid open-access publishing at a low cost (currently only €30), (5) to offer an online forum for discussion, reanalysis and verification of data, and (6) to facilitate publication of data from replication research. An increasing number of grant-giving organizations stipulate that data financed by public money should eventually be made available to the scientific community and JOPD offers a means of doing so in a manner that is subject to rigorous peer-review.

This is how publishing in JOPD works. After having collected data that are potentially interesting or after having published a paper on the dataset (in a substantive journal), the author submits the data to one of several high-standard data repositories listed on the JOPD website and subsequently writes a JOPD paper on the basis of the template. Papers are relatively short and include information on the origin and whereabouts of the data (with robust links), a description of the sample, variables in the dataset, methods, procedures, and measurements. If data were used in a previously published paper, authors should include specific references to that earlier work while keeping an eye on readability (e.g., by providing a glossary of procedures instead of stating that all procedures are described elsewhere). Also included are discussions of issues
related to research ethics and privacy, potential drawbacks, and the reuse potential. After a quick perusal by the editor of the suitability of the work presented (including a check of data access), the manuscript is sent out to two reviewers with expertise in the substantive area of interest, who assess it on (1) quality of the description in the data paper, (2) accessibility of the underlying data and completeness of documentation and meta-data in the repository, and (3) the reuse potential of the data (for research and education) or its value for replication research (when data concerns a replication). Decisions are made to accept, revise, or reject the manuscript. For reasons of transparency\(^2\), in Summer 2013 we will begin to publish reviewer’s reports alongside published papers, which we encourage reviewers to sign (although anonymity is allowed). In addition, the website offers possibilities to comment on published papers by the community. Also, we solicit submissions of data papers that concern replications, which have hitherto been notoriously hard to publish (especially in cases of “failed replications”) and may play a key role in understanding of when effects do or do not occur. So we welcome submissions that involve data from both published and unpublished works. The core criterion is whether the data have the potential to be used in future work, which includes alternative analyses, novel types of analyses, and meta-analyses. Moreover, data may also be useful for educational purposes. For instance, data from published papers can be used in assignments in which students replicate the reported statistical analyses.

To date, major publishers and professional organizations have done little to change the current culture of secrecy concerning data in psychology\(^21\). But sometimes all we need is a good place to open up. I hope that JOPD will motivate researchers to share their data and help end the culture of secrecy that is so unbefitting of science.
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